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HISTORY OF GARDEN VEGETABLES. 

BY E. LEWIS STURTEVANT, A.M., M.D.' 

(Continued from page 333.) 

THE BEET. Beta vulgaris, var. r L. 

THE beet is essentially a modern vegetable. It is not noted 
by either Aristotle2 or Theophrastus,3 and although the 

root of the chard is referred to by Dioscorides and Galen,4 yet 
the context indicates medicinal use. Neither Columella, Pliny, 
nor Palladius mention its culture, but Apicius,5 in the third cen- 
tury, gives receipts for cooking the root of the Beta, and Athe- 
na-us,6 in the second or third century, quotes Diphilus Siccineus 
as saying that the beet root was grateful to the taste and a better 
food than the cabbage. It is not mentioned by Albertus Magnus 7 
in the thirteenth century, but the word be/e occurs in English 
recipes for cooking in I 390. 

Barbarus,8 who died in 1493, speaks of the beet as having a 
x Director of the New York Agricultural Experiment Station, Geneva. 
2 Aristotle, Scaliger's ed., 1566, 29. 3 Theophrastus, Bodoeus's ed., 1644, 778. 
4 Ex Fuchsius, De Stirp., 1542, 807. 5 Apicius, lib. iii. c. 2, ii. 
6 Turre, Dryadum, etc., 1685, 443. 
7 Albertus Magnus, De Veg.;'Jessen's ed., 1867. 
8 Barbarus in Ruellius's Dioscorides, 1529, 124. 
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single, long, straight, fleshy, sweet root, grateful when eaten, and 
Ruelliuis,' in France, appropriates the same description in I536, 
as does also Fuchsius2 in I542; and the latter figures the root 
as described by Barbarus, having several branches and small 
fibres. In 1558, Matthiolus3 says the white and black chards 
are common in Italian gardens, but that in Germany they have 
a red beet with a swollen turnip-like root which is eaten. In 
I570, Pena and Lobel4 speak of the same, but apparently as then 
rare, and in 1576, Lobel5 figures this beet, and this figure shows 
the first indication of an improved form, the root portion being 
swollen in excess over the portion by the collar. This beet may 
be considered the prototype of the long red varieties. In I586, 
Camerarius6 figures a shorter and thicker form, the prototype 
of our half-long blood beets. This same type is figured by Dale- 
champius7 in I587, and also a new type, the Beta Romana, which 
is said in Lyte's "Dodoens," I5 86,8 to be a recent acquisition. 
It may be considered as the prototype of our turnip or globular 
beets. 

RED BEETS. 

I. 

Beta rubra. Lob., I576, I24; ic., I59I, i. 248; Matth., I598, 
371. 

B. rztbra Roinana. Dod. i6i6, 620. 
Common Lonzg, Red. Mawe, I778. 
Betterave 7-o0/ge grosse. Vilm., 1883, 38. 
Long Blood. Thorb., 1828, i886. 

II.- 

Beta rzibra. Cam. Epit., I586,256; Lugd., I587, 533; Pancov., 
i673, n. 607. 

Betiola rossa. Cast. Dur., i6I7, 71. 
Betterave rouge name. Vilm., I883, 37. 
Pineapple beet. 

III. 
Beta erytliorrliizos D~odo., Lugd., 1587, 533. 
I Ruellius, De Natura Stirpium, 1536, 48i. 
2 Fuchsius, 1. c. 3 Matthiolus, Comment., 1558, 249. 
Pena and Lobel, Adv., 1570, 93. 5 Lobel, Obs., 1576, 124. 

6 Carnerarius, Epitome, 1586, 255. 7 Hist. Gen. Lugd., 1587, 532. 
8 Lyte's Dodoens, 1586, 634. 
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Beta rztbra radice crassa, alia species. J. Bauh., i65 1, ii. 96i. 
B. rbra . . . rzissa; Beta-rapa. Chabr., i677, 303. 
Turnip-pointed red. Mawe, 1778. 
Tzurnip-rooted red. Bryant, 1783, 26. 
Early Blood Turniup. Thorb., I828, i886. 
Arabic, bangar. Delile. 

YELLOW BEETS. 

I. 

Be/a quarta radice buxea. Caxsalp., i603, ex Mill. Dict., I807. 
Yellow-rooted. Mill. Dict., I807. 
Bet/eravejcazine grosse. Vilm., I883, 41. 

II. 

Beta rubra, lil/ea; Beta-rapa. Chabr., i6/77, 305. 
Titurn-pointed yellow. Mawe, 1778. 
Yellow Tzuirni. Thorb., I828. 
Be//crave j aune rode siicre. Vilm., I 883, 41. 
One form we have omitted,-the flat-bottomed reds,-of which 

the Egyptian and the Bassano of Vilmorin, as figured, may be 
taken as the type. The Bassano was to be found in all the 
markets of Italy in I841,' and the Egyptian was a new sort 
about Boston in i869.2 I have ascertained nothing concerning 
the history of this type. 

The first step in improvement gained from the chard beets was 
a smoothening of the root, and the contrasts are to be seen in 
the figures given by the herbalists, commencing with Fuchsius. 
That this improvement was not continuous, but was contempo- 
raneous with the less improved forms, may be seen by contrast- 
ing the figure of Beta nzigra, given by Delachamp in i587, and 
that given in Blackwell's " Herbal" in I758, in which the roots 
are figured practically as of like form. Cultivation and selection 
have given greater size, greater thickness, smoothness of form, 
and other changes characterized by the term quality, but the 
type changes appeared at once as attention was directed to the 
value of the root. 

The first appearance of the improved beet is recorded in Ger- 
many about I558 and in England about 1576, but the name 

' Gard. Chron., 1841, 183. 2 Trans. Mass. Short. Soc., I869, 70. 
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used, Romnan beet, implies introduction from Italy, where the 
half-long type was known in 1584 certainly. We may believe 
Ruellius's reference in 1536 to be for France. In i631 it was in 
French gardens under the name of Beta rutbra pastinaca,' and 
the culture of " betteraves" was described in " Le Jardinier Soli- 
taire," 1612. Gerarde2 mentions the Romaine beete, but gives no 
figure, in 1597, and Bodaieus a Stapel apparently knew only this 
kind in Holland in i644. In i665, in England, only the Red 
Roman was named by Lovell,3 and the Red Beet was the only 
kind noticed by Townsend,4 a seedsman, in i726, and a second 
sort, the common long red, is mentioned in addition by Mawe5 
in 1778, and by Bryant6 in 1783. In America one kind only was 
in MIcMahon's7 catalogue of. i8o6,-the red beet,-but in i828 
four kinds are offered for sale by Thorburn.8 At present, Vil- 
morin9 describes seventeen varieties and names and partly de- 
scribes many others. 

The modern names of the beet are,-in France, bettercves pota- 
geres; in England, Garden Beet; in Germany, Scaat-rube, Beete, 
Rothe rube; in Spain, remolachua /tortelana:.1 

BENINCASA. Benincasa hispida Cogn. 

This cucurbit has been lately introduced into European gar- 
dens, but it has been grown in Eastern Asia for a long period. 
According to Bretsclineider,!I it can be identified in a Chinese 
book of the fifth century, and is mentioned as cultivated in Chi- 
nese writings of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. In 
I503-8, Ludovico di Varthema 12 describes it in India under the 
name of comolanga. In i859, Naudin 13 says it is much esteemed 
in Southeastern Asia, and particularly in China, and that the size 
of its fruit, its excellent keeping qualities, the excellence of its 
flesh, and the ease of its culture should long since have brought 
it into our garden culture. He had seen two varieties,-one, the 
cylindrical, ten to sixteen inches long, and one specimen twenty- 

I Laurembergius, I-ort., i631, 191. 2 Gerarde, Herbal, 1597, 251. 
3 Lovell, Herbal, i655, 40. 4 Townsend, Seedsman, 1726, 22. 
5 Mawe, Gard., 1778. 6 Bryant, Fl. Diet., 1783, 26. 
7 McMahon, Am. Gard. Kal., i8o6. 8 Thorburn's Cat., i828. 
9 Vilmorin, Les PI. Pot., i883, 35. to Vilmorin, 1. C. 
r, Bretscihneider, Bot. Sin., 59, 78, 83, 85. 
12 Travels of Ludovico di Varthema, 1503-8. Hak. Soc. Ed., i6i. 
r3 Naudin, Revue des Cucurbitaceve. Ann. des Sc. Nat., 4th ser., t. 12, p. l0. 
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four inches long by eight to ten inches in diameter, from Algiers; 
the other an ovoid fruit, shorter, yet large, from China. The 
long variety, the seed from France, I grew in I884, the fruit, 
oblong cylindrical, resembling very closely a watermelon while 
unripe, but when ripe covered with a heavy glaucous bloom. 

This plant is recorded in herbariums as from the Philippine 
Islands, New Guinea, New Caledonia, Feegee Islands, Tahiti, 
New Holland, and Southern China; as cultivated in Japan and 
in China.' 

In India the Benincasa is called the Pumpkin, and White Gourd 2 
or White Pumpkin 3 in English, by the natives cial koomra,' panee 
koomra,9 or pet/ia; 4 in Japan, ko orjwzgaoo.5 In France, Benin- 
casa and Courge a la cire.6 

This species is the Ciunbuilam of Rheede, Hort. Mal., 8, p. 5, 
t. 3; the Camolenga of Rumphius, Amb., 5, 395, t. I43; the 
Cucurbita Ptpo of Louriero, Cochinch., 593; Benincasa cer-iera, 
Savi., etc. 

BLITE. BlitUmIn sp. 
These spinage plants are almost of too little consequence for 

mention, yet they are included by Vilmorin7 among garden vege- 
tables. The blites are mentioned by Petit 8 as grown by amateurs 
in France on account of the singularity of their fruit, which re- 
semble strawberries, and also by De Candolle9 in 18i5. Hence 
the English name Strawberry blite, and the French, Epinards- 
fraises. They are not mentioned by Noisette in 1829, nor do the 
seed occur in American seed lists. The plant that commentators 
interpret as the blite was cultivated by the ancients, but the de- 
scriptions appear to us to be too indefinite to enable identification. 

Blitum capitatum L. 
This species, if Linnaeus's synonymy can be trusted, was known 

to Bauhin 10 in 1623, and by'Ray"x in i686. Miller's " Gardeners' 
Dictionary" refers it to J. Bauhin,12 who received the plant in i65 I. 
The species was during this time little known outside of botani- 

xCogniaux, Cucurbitaceoe, De C. Monog., I881, iii. 513. 
2 Firminger, Gard. in Ind., i26. 3 Pickering, Ch. Hist., 6o6. 
4 Royle, Illust. of the Bot. of the Him., 2i8. 5 Kaempfer, Amoen., 1712, 8ii. 
6 Vilmorin, Les PI. Pot., p. 34, figured. 
7 Vilmorin, 1. c., i883, 207. 8 Petit, Dict. du Jard., i826, 40. 

9 De Candolle, Fl. Fran., i8i5, iii. 382. IO Bauhin, Pin., 1623, i19, n. 7. 
xx Ray, [list., i. 197, n- 5, 7. 12 J. Bauhin, HisL., I65i, ii. 973. 
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cal gardens. The first mention of its garden culture that I find 
is by De Candolle,' in i8I5, for France. 

Blitum virg-atum L. 
This species was cultivated in France in 1815,' and also at 

Geneva and in Germany, but probably only in a slight degree. 
It is also grown in the vegetable gardens at the Mauritius.2 
Clusius3 grew it in I595. Ray4 in i686 had probably never 
seen it in England, for lhe copies Clusius. 

BORAGE. Borago officinalis L. 
This plant, of such little consequence in our gardens, yet finds 

place in our seed lists. Native of the Mediterranean countries, 
it was early cultivated for the use of the leaves and flowers in 
cooling drinks, in salad, and for garnishing. It occurs with blue, 
red, and white flowers, and also with variegated leaves, but the 
ordinary form is the blue flowered. Noisette5 says it is more 
used in Italy than in France, but in France Quintyne,6 theeroyal 
gardener in i690, made several sowings during the summer for 
the supplying of its tender leaves. Ainslie7 says it is cultivated 
by Europeans in India, and it was among the plants enumerated 
by Peter Martyr' as planted at Isabella Island by the companions 
of Columbus. It occurs in American seed lists from' i8o6 to the 
present date, and on account of its general use in England in 
Elizabeth's time probably came over with English colonists. 
The various colored flowering sorts of Borage are found noted 
or figured by nearly all the ancient herbalists. 

Borage is called in France bourraclie officinale, b. batarde, faitsse 
bourracize, langue-de-bwutf; and langue d'oie; in Germany, bor- 
retscli guirkenkraut; in Flanders, beruaogie; in Italy, boraogine, 
borrana; in Spain, borraja; in Portugal, borraje;n;9 in Greece, 
vo~raza, armspeta, and aruopetra; in Egypt, lissan el tor., i.e., ox 
tongue,'0 as also in Arabic.'" 

BROCOLl. Brassica oleracea botrytis, cymosa, Broccoli De C. 
The differences between the most highly improved varieties 
De Candolle, Fl. Franc., 1. c. 2 Bojer, HIort. Maur., 270. 

3 Clusius, Hist.,?i6oi. 4 Ray, 1. c., n. 6. 
S Noisette, Man., 1829, 337. 6 Quintyne, Comp. Gard., 1704 ed., 182. 
7 Ainslie, Mat. Med., ii. 145. 8 Eden's Hist. of Trav., 1577, I8. 
9 Vilmorin, Les PI. Pot., 1883, 54. s0 Pickering, Chron. List., 263. 
Delile, Fl. iEgypt, illust. 
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of the Brocoli and the Cauliflower are very slight; in the less 
changed form they become great. Hence two races can be de- 
fined, the sprouting brocolis and the cauliflower brocolis. The 
growth of the Brocoli is far more prolonged than that of the 
cauliflower, and in the European countries it is grown as a 
hyemnial plant, bearing its heads in the year following that in 
which it is sown. It is this circumstance that leads us to sus- 
pect that the Romans knew the plant and described it under 
the name of cy;;a. " Cyma a prima sectione praestat proximo 
vere," "Ex omnibus brassicae generibus suavissima est cyma," 
says Pliny.' He also uses the word cymca for tlhle seedstalk 
which rises from the heading cabbage. These excerpts indicate 
the sprouting brocoli, and the same additional use of the word 
cyma then as exists in Italy now with the word b;'ocoli, which, 
for a secondary meaning, is used for the tender shoots which at 
the close of winter are emitted by various kinds of cabbages and 
turnips preparing to flower.2 

It is certainly very curious that the early botanists did not 
describe or figure the brocoli. The omission is only explainable 
under the supposition that it was confounded with the cauliflower, 
just'as Linna-us brought the cauliflower and the brocoli into one 
botanical variety. The first notice of the brocoli that I find is 
quoted from Miller's Dictionary, edition of I724, in which he 
says it was a stranger in England until within these five years, 
and was called sprout colli-flower, or Italian Asparagus.3 In 
1729, Switzer4 says there are then several kinds that he has had 
growing in his garden near London these two years, viz.: " that 
with small, whitish yellow flowers like the cauliflower; others 
like the common sprouts and flowers of a colewort; a third with 
purple flowers; all of which come mixed together, none of them 
being as yet (at least that I know of) ever sav'd separate." In 
I778, Mawe5 names the Early Purple, Late Purple, White or 
Cauliflower-brocoli, and the Black. In i8o6, McMahon6 men- 
tions the Roman or purple, the Neapolitan or white, the green, 
and the black. In 1821, Thorburn7 names the Cape, the White, 
and the Purole. and in I828. in his seed list, mentions the Early 

I Pliny, lib. xix. c. 4V; lib. xx. c. 35. 2 Vilmorin, The Veg. Gard., 1885, 95. 
3 Miller's Dict., i807, preface, p. i. 
4 Switzer, A Comp. Method for Raising Italian Brocoli, etc., 1729, 2. 

5 Mawe, Gard., 1778. 6 McMahon, Am. Gard. Kal., i8o6. 
Y Thorburn's Calendar, i82m. 
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White, Early Purple, the Large Purple Cape, and the White 
Cape or Cauliflower-brocoli. 

The first and third kind of Switzer, 1729, are doubtless the 
heading brocoli, while the second is as probably the sprouting 
form. These came from Italy, and as the seed came mixed, we 
may assume that variety distinctions had not as yet become 
recognized, and that hence all the types of the brocoli now grown 
have originated from Italy. It is interesting to note, however, 
that at the Cirencester Agricultural College, about i86o, sorts 
of brocoli were produced, with other variables, from the seed of 
the wild cabbage.' 

"The Sprouting or Asparagus Brocoli represents the first form 
exhibited by the new vegetable when it ceased to be the earliest 
cabbage, and was grown with an especial view to its shoots; 
after this, by continued selection and successive improvements, 
varieties were obtained which produced a compact white head, 
and some of these varieties were still further improved into kinds 
which are sufficiently early to commence and complete their 
entire growth in the course of the same year; these last named 
kinds are now known by the name of Cauliflowers."- VKlmorin.2 

The names of the Brocoli are,-France, cizaux brocolis, C'/iou- 
fleur d'/iiver; Germany, broccoli brockoli, sparwe/ko/tl; Flanders 
and Holland, brokIie; Denmark, broccoli asparages kacl; Italy 
cavol broccolo; Spain, broczu/i;3 Arabic, sjarni;4 India, cizootee 
pihool kobee.5 

BRUSSELS SPROUTS. Brassica oleracea, bull/ata, genmonifera De C. 
This vegetable, in this country only grown in the gardens of 

amateurs, yet deserving of more esteem, has for a type-form a 
cabbage with an elongated stalk, and bearing groups of leaf-buds 
in the axils of the leaves. Sometimes occurring as a monstros- 
ity, branches instead of heads are so developed, as I noted in 
1883. Quite frequently an early cabbage, after the true head is 
removed, will develop small cabbages in the leaf-axils, and thus 
is formed the Brassica capita/a poyceplzcdos of Dalechamp,6 1 87, 
which he himself describes as a certain unused and rare kind. 

Authors 7 have stated that the Brussels Sprouts has been 
I Agr. Gazette, Sept. 8, 1879, 217. 2 Vilmorin, The Veg. Gard., I885, 95. 
3 Vilmorin, Les P1. P~ot., 1883, 151. 4 Forskal, Fl. Egypt Arab., liv. 
s Speede, Ind. Handb. of Gard., ii8. 6 list. Gen. Lugd., 1587, 521. 
7 Booth, Treas. of Bot., etc. 
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grown from time immemorial about Brussels, in Belgium, but, if 
this be so, it is strange that they escaped the notice of the early 
botanists, who would have certainly noticed a common plant of 
such striking appearance and have given a figure. Bauhin,' in- 
deed, in I 623 gives the name Bras. ex capitibus pluribus conglobatn, 
and adds that some plants bear fifty heads the size of an egg, but 
his reference to Dalechampius as a synonyme would lead us to 
infer that the plant known to him was of the same character as 
that figured by Dalechampius, above noted. Lobel2 again in 
I655 refers to a cabbage like a Brassica polycep/talos, but as he 
had not seen it he says he will affirm nothing. Ray3 again in 
i686 refers to a like cabbage. 

A. P. Decandolle4 in 1821 describes the Brussels Sprouts as 
commonly cultivated in Belgium, and implies its general use in 
French gardens, but Booths says it is only since about i854 that 
it has been generally known in England. A correspondents of 
the Gardeners' Chronicle in i850, however, refers to the Tall sorts 
as generally preferred over the Dwarf by the market gardeners 
about London. In American gardens it is mentioned in i8o6,7 
and this implies its general use in Europe. 

But two classes are known, the Tall and the Dwarf, and but a 
few minor variations in these classes. The tall is quite distinct 
in habit and leaf from the dwarf, the former having less crowded 
" sprouts" and a more open character of plant, with leaves 
scarcely blistered or puckered. As, however, there is considera-. 
ble variation to be noted in seedlings, furnishing connecting 
links, the two forms may legitimately be considered as one, the 
differences being no greater than would be explained by the ob-- 
served power of selection and of the influences for modification 
which might arise from the influence of cabbage pollen. Thlis' 
fact of their being but of one type, even if with several variables, 
would seem to indicate a probability that the origin is to be 
sought for in a sport, and that our present forms have been de- 
rived from the propagation of and selections from the seedlings 
derived from a suddenly observed variable of the Savoy cabbage 
type, and, as the lack of early mention and the recent nature of 

z Bauhin, Pinax, 1623, iii. 2 Lobel, Stirp. Illust., i655, 82z 
3 Ray, Hist., i686, 794. 
4 Mem. upon the Cult. Brassica. Hort. Soc. Trans., p. 14. 
5 Booth, Treas. of Bot. 6 Gard. Chron., I850, xi 6.. 
7 McMahon, Am. Gard. Kal., i8o6, 580. 

VOL. XXI.-NO. 5. 30 
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modern mention presupposes, some time scarcely preceding the 
last century. 

The names given in various languages to the Brussels Sprouts 
are as follows: France, c/kou de Bruzxelles, clz. rosette, cl. .ajs, cli. 
ajets et rejets, cli. spruyt de Bruzxelles; Germany, rosenkohl, sprossen- 
kohl; Flanders and Holland, sppruilkool; Denmark, rosenkaal; 
Italy, cavolo a gerinoglio; Spain, bretones de Brusselas; PortugTal, 
cove de Bruxelas d'olhos repo/hudos., 

BUCKSHORN PLANTAIN. Plantago Coronopus L. 

A salad plant of very minor importance. It is mentioned as 
grown in gardens by Camerarius, I586,2 and by very many of the 
other botanists of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries; is 
described by Rays in i686 as cultivated in England, and not dif- 
fering from the wild plant except in size and in the other accidents 
of culture. Townsend,4 in 1726, says the seed is now " in all the 
Seedsmen's Bills, tho' it is seldom in the Gardens." It is de- 
scribed and figured by Vilmorin5 among French vegetables. 
During the three hundred years in which we find it pictured, we 
find no evidence of any essential changes produced by cultivation. 

The names in the European languages are,-English, buckshorn 
plantain, star of the earth ; in France, Corne-de-serf, courting, 
pied-de-corbean, pied-de-conieville, in Germany, hirsckh/orn salat; 
in Flanders, veversblad, kertshoorn ; in Italy, corn di cervo, coro- 
nopo, erba stella; in Spain, estrellamar, cuerno de ciervo. By the 
ancient botanists, Coronopus, Cornzi cervinum, and Herba ste/la. 

BUNIAS. BUnias orientalis L. 

The young leaves and shoots are rather recommended by Vil- 
morin either as a salad or boiled. It is named by Tournefort 
Crambe orientalis, dentis leonis folio, erucaginis facie. Vilmorin 
gives its native country as Western Asia. I do not know of its 
appearance in American gardens. 

It is called in England Turkish Rocket; in France, Bunias 
a' Orient. 

BURDOCK. Arctiu laappa L. 
The use of the succulent stems of the Burdock as a spinage 
I Vilmorin, Les P1. Pot., i883. 2 Camerarius, Epit., I586, 276. 
3 Ray, Hist., i686, 879. 4 Townsend, Seedsman, 1726, B8. 
5 Les P1. Pot., i883, 169. 
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is noted by many authors, as by Ray ' in England in i686, and 
Bryant2 in I783, as also by Gerarde3 in i633. Kalm,4 before 
1770, records the use of the tender shoots as a salad in the 
region about Lake Champlain, and Bretsclhneider5 the use of 
the roots and tender leaves in China in the fourteenth century. 
It remains for Japan to cultivate it as a common vegetable. " This 
root," says Kizo Tamari,6 a Japanese commissioner to the New 
Orleans Exposition, " comes third in general estimation among 
our vegetables. It grows in some districts a foot in circumfer- 
ence and three feet in length, is soft and delicious. It will take 
a year to get such roots, but generally they do not exceed one 
inch and a half in diameter." This is Japanese testimony; but 
Penhallow,7 who spent a year or so in Northern Japan, says tlhe 
roots are tasteless, hard, and fibrous. As grown at Geneva, 
N. Y., i884, the testimony was not in favor of any desirable 
quality. It was introduced to Europe from Japan by Siebold,8 
and the seed was offered in his trade list of I856. 

In Japan it is called gobo and, ura busakei; 9 in English, Edible 
Gobo; in France, Bar-dane geante a tres grades feuiles; in Ger- 
many, -7apanisc/he kiettee; in Italy, lappola.I0 

This long-cultivated plant presents no differences except in 
size from the neglected plant of our waysides and fence corners. 

BURNET. Poterium sanguisorba L. 
The young and tender leaves of the Burnet taste somewhat 

like a green cucumber, and are employed in salads. It is rarely 
cultivated in the gardens, but occurs in all our books on garden- 
ing. Three varieties are described by Burr,-the Smooth-leaved-; 
the Hairy-leaved, and the Large-seeded. This latter he deems 
but a seminal variation and a sub-variety only. The following 
synonymy seems clear: 

I. 
Pimpinella sangouisorba minor levis. Bauh., Phytopin., 1596, 

282. 

x Ray, Hist., i686, 332. 2 Bryant, Fl. Diet., 1783, 55. 
3 Gerarde, Herbal, 1633, 8ii. 4 Kalm, Tray., 1770-71, iii. 21. 
5 Bretschneider, Bot. Sin., 51. 6 Am. Hort., Sept. i886, 9. 
7 Penhallow, Am. Nat., Feb. 1882, 120. 8 Siebold, Gard. Chron., i856, 300. 
9 Thunberg, Jap., 304. 
0 Vilmorin, Les PI. Pot., 1823, 28; The Veg. Gard., i885, 234. 
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Poterium sanguisorb?, var. B. Lin., Sp., 141 I. 
Smoothi-leaved. Burr, I 863, 319. 

II. 

Sanguisorba minor. Fuch., 1542, 790. 
Pimnpinclla and Bipinelia. Ang. Burnet, Ad., 1570, 320; Lob. 

obs., 1576, 412; ic., 1591, i. 718. 
Small or Garden Pintpernell. Lyte's Dod., 1586, 152. 
Pimpinella minor. Lugd., 1587, 1087. 
Piznpinella sanguisorba minor lirsuta. Bauh., Phytopin., 1596, 

282. 
Pimpinella vulgaris sive minor. Ray, I 686, 40 I. 
Poterizin sanguzisorba. Linn., Sp., 141 I. 
Haiby-leaved Burnet. Burr, i863, 319. 

The garden culture of Burnet is implied in Lyte's name, I586. 
Ray,2 however, a hundred years later, does not mention culture. 
In i693,3 Quintyne grew it in the royal vegetable garden in 
France, and in 1726, Townsend4 says it is "a good plant for 
Sallads," and Mawe,5 in 1778, says it has long been cultivated 
as a salad plant; while Bryant,6 in 1783, says it is so frequently 
cultivated in gardens that to describe it would be unnecessary. 
I find it recorded for American gardens in 1832, and it then 
was doubtless a long-known plant. It is now grown in the 
Mauritius.7 

In France the Burnet is called pinprenelle petite; in Germany, 
garten-pimpinelle; in Flanders and Holland,pimpernel; in Italy, 
pimpinella, selvastrello; in Spain, pintpinela; in Portugal, pi- 
nella. 

' Lyte's Dodoens, 1586, 152. 2 Ray, list., i686, 401. 

3 Quintyne, Comp. Gard., 1693. 4 Townsend, Seedsman, 1726, 33. 
5 Mawe, Gard., 1778. 6 Bryant, Fl. Diet., 1783, 107. 
7 Bqjer, Hort. Maur., i837, 127. 

(To be continued.) 
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